
Promoting Made in Senegal products 

through an E-commerce platform 



E-commerce in Senegal
2

E-payments
E-logistics and 

delivery

Only 10% of companies trade online  



ITC Integrated solutions to E-trade 
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Training:

e.g. e-commerce boot camp 
for SMEs and trainers

Technologies: 

e.g. e-commerce CMS tools, 
accounting and POS and 
CRM solutions

Business structures: 

e-ComCoop enables access 
to marketplaces, payments 
and fiscal compliance

Promotions on/offline:

e.g. e-commerce caravan, 
online promotions with 
partners

Partnerships: 

Providing SMEs world-class 
support from leading 
companies 

Deployment method:

ESP is supported by field 
proven methodologies.



Local Governance and Partnerships

1. Open a gateway of new

international trade

opportunities for MSMEs

2. Equip MSMEs with digital

technical skills and solutions

3. Enrish TIPO’s support in

digital services

4. Implement the Senegal

Digital Strategy
Tasks 

Technical 
partners

Government 
anchorage 

MINISTRY OF 

TRADE

ASEPEX

Project 
management

Selection of 

MSMEs

TPS  & 
ADEPME

Training Centre

Digitalization 

of products

OBJECTIVES 

GOVERNANCE  



www.made-in-senegal.org

http://www.made-in-senegal.org/


Directory of firms



Marketplace



Role of ASEPEX 
1. Management of the project

2. Involvement and development of 
synergies with key TSIs

3. Select beneficiary MSMEs

4. Guarantee products meet standards and 
quality requirements 

5. Train MSMEs on digitalization and ensure 
good visibility of products

6. Warranty and ownership of the « Made in 
Senegal » trademark

7. Promotion of the « Made in Senegal » 
platform on export markets 



Major challenges in the coaching of MSMEs

1. Differentiation through an integrated and value-added approach

2. Commitment of MSMEs to engage in E-commerce, attend

trainings and use their new skills to digitalize their products

3. Available skilled HR fully dedicated to the coaching and the

platform

4. Lack of IT infrastructure

5. Presence of trainers only in Dakar : Low mobilization of

companies from rural areas.



Upgrading TIPOs skills for E-commerce

1. Strengthen supply-side and develop competitive VC in order to provide
diversified and higher value products.

2. Skilled Human Resources who can train MSMEs.

3. IT infrastructure and connectivity to ensure national coverage until remote
areas.

4. Develop strategic alliances with local IT companies which can provide efficient
services in the E-commerce process chain: production of contents,
graphic/design, pricing, referencing (SEO), payment, logistics, customs, etc.

5. Design and implementation of capacity building programs :

➢ Promotion of E-commerce curricula or vocational trainings to equip IT
companies with adequate skills

➢ Stimulate a digital culture/spirit

➢ Encourage knowledge sharing and best practices to raise awareness on
opportunities and increase interest in E-commerce

➢ Promote the creation of an E-commerce Federation



THANK YOU.


